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Our main results here are as follows: Let X* be a family of 2?-periodic
Hamiltonian vectorfields that depend smoothly on a real parameter * in [a, b] and
has a known, trivial, branch s* of 2?-periodic solutions. Let P* be the Poincare
map of the linearization of X* at s* . If the ConleyZehnder index of the path P*
does not vanish, then any neighborhood of the trivial branch of periodic solutions
contains 2?-periodic solutions not on the branch. Moreover, if each solution s* is
constant and each linearization A* of X* at s* is time independent, then bifurcation of
2?-periodic orbits from the branch of equilibria arises whenever i(Ab){i(Ab), where
i(A) is the index of the linear Hamiltonian system Ju* =Au.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In Part I of the present paper [6] we describe a new construction that
associates to each path of selfadjoint Fredholm operators with invertible end-
points an integer called spectral flow. This is a well-known homotopy invariant
of the path which can be interpreted as an oriented intersection index of
the path with the one codimensional subvariety of singular selfadjoint
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Fredholm operators. Our main result in Part I is the following theorem
which shows that spectral flow plays a central role in ‘‘linearized’’ bifurca-
tion theory for variational operators.
Theorem A. Let I=[a, b] be an interval of real numbers, H be a real
separable Hilbert space and U be a neighborhood of I_[0] in R_H on
which the C2 function : U  R has the property that for each * in I, 0 is
a critical point of the functional * #(*, } ). Assume that the Hessian L* of
* at 0 is Fredholm and that La and Lb are nonsingular. If the spectral flow
of [L*]* # I on the interval I is nonzero, then every neighborhood of I_[0]
contains points of the form (*, x) where x{0 is a critical point of the
functional * .
Here, in Part II, we consider applications of Theorem A to the bifurca-
tion of periodic orbits for time dependent Hamiltonian systems. In order to
better illustrate the relationship between the concepts of generalized
signature, relative Morse index and spectral flow that were considered in
Part I, instead of proceeding from the general to the particular, we consider
it more appropriate to follow the historic development of a parallel subject,
namely, the existence of nontrivial periodic orbits of Hamiltonian equa-
tions. Thus in the first section we study bifurcation of periodic orbits from
equilibrium points under the assumption that the linearization along the
trivial branch are induced by a time independent Hamiltonian. In this case
the spectral flow of the path of Hessians of the associated action func-
tionals reduces to the difference of generalized signatures of the Hessians at
the ends of the path. The abstract notion of generalized signature was
introduced in Part I. It turns out that the generalized signature of the
action functional is nothing but one of the many versions of the Krein-
index of a linear Hamiltonian system of the type introduced by Amann and
Zehnder in [2, 3] and by Li and Liu in [11] for the study of the existence
of multiple solutions of a Hamiltonian system. Thus we show that the same
index used to find multiple solutions of a Hamiltonian system can also be
used in order to detect bifurcation for families of such systems. Explicit
calculations of the index can be obtained using the splitting of the Hessian
along eigenmodes. Complete calculation, based on the normal form of a
Hamiltonian matrix, can be obtained assuming semisimplicity of the eigen-
values (see [1]). Such calculations are necessarily rather technical. We
present here a very simple and explicit calculation of the spectral flow in
the particular case when the Hessians of the Hamiltonians commute with
the symplectic matrix J. Our results in this section contain as very special
cases part of the results of Szulkin in [19].
In Section 2 we consider the general case of bifurcation of periodic orbits
(with fixed period) from a known branch of periodic solutions. A simple
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change of variables allows us to reduce everything to bifurcation of peri-
odic orbits from equilibrium points. However, in this second section we do
not assume that the linearization is time independent. Our results in this
case depend on the calculation of the spectral flow for families of linear
boundary value problems for Hamiltonian systems obtained by Salamon
and Zehnder in [18]. This calculation, together with Theorem A, shows
that the nontriviality of the (relative) ConleyZehnder index along a known
path of periodic solutions forces the appearance of new periodic solutions
close to the given path. We conclude this second section by reinterpreting
our results in terms of bifurcation of fixed points of symplectomorfisms and
discussing some potential generalizations.
As we already observed, our results in the first section can easily be
obtained as a corollary of our main theorem in the second section because
the relative ConleyZehnder index of a path of periodic solutions of time
independent Hamiltonian systems is given by the difference of the indices
at the end points of the path. On the other hand, if &1 does not arise as
a Floquet multiplier of the linearizations one can use a Floquet change of
variables to reduce the computation of the relative ConleyZehnder index
to the time independent case.
Beginning with Liapunov’s Theorem, bifurcation of periodic orbits from
equilibria for autonomous Hamiltonian systems has been analyzed using a
large variety of methods. Indeed, most of the topological methods for
variational problems with S 1-symmetry, such as the TolandDancer degree
for gradient maps or Benci’s index, were specifically developed in connec-
tion with this problem. Similarly, the literature relating the index of a linear
Hamiltonian system to the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions of
autonomous systems is rather vast. In spite of this, the study of bifurcation
of periodic orbits for nonautonomous systems has received very little atten-
tion. To the best of our knowledge the only paper that treats bifurcation
in this setting is that of Szulkin [19]. He deals only with bifurcation at
isolated points and only considers affine paths, but his methods are related
in many ways to what we are doing here. Szulkin fixes a selfadjoint
isomorphism L and associates to each compact symmetric perturbation
L+K of L a stabilized Morse index analogous to our generalized
signature. Then he computes the change in index of L+*K when the
parameter * crosses a characteristic value of L&1K. In order to prove that
a change in index implies bifurcation, instead of the finite dimensional
reduction that we use in our proof of Theorem A, he uses the local critical
groups associated to a special homology theory, constructed using a pro-
jectional scheme attached to the Hilbert basis of eigenvectors of L. Whereas
we need no compactness condition, since he works directly in infinite
dimensions, he needs a condition of PalaisSmale type. Except for this it
seems clear that Szulkin’s methods are good enough to study bifurcation
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for families that are compact C1-perturbations of a fixed selfadjoint
Fredholm operator A but not for families with varying principal part.
Let us point out that the index of a linear Hamiltonian system has a long
history and many definitions. The interested reader should consult the
books of Ekeland [10], of Mawhin and Willem [12] and of Yakubovich
and Starzhinskii [21]. Also, we observe that spectral flow has appeared in
the study of diverse nonlinear problems other than bifurcation problems:
see Taubes [20], Floer [7], and Yosida [22] for applications related to
Floer theory and splitting of manifolds.
The paper of Robbin and Salamon [17] will be our basic reference for
the relation between the spectral flow and the Maslov index. A different but
very interesting and natural explanation of this relation was given by
Nicolaescu in [13].
1. BIFURCATION OF PERIODIC ORBITS FROM EQUILIBRIUM
POINTS FOR HIGHER ORDER PERTURBATIONS OF
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
Let H: I_R_R2n  R be a twice continuously differentiable function,
where I=[a, b] and the function H(*, t, u) is 2?-periodic in t with
H(*, t, 0)#0. Consider the following Hamiltonian system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations for a differentiable function u: R  R2n,
{Ju$(t)+{u H(*, t, u(t))=0u(0)=u(2?), (1.1)
where
J=\ 0Idn
&Idn
0 +
is the standard 2n_2n symplectic matrix.
For each parameter value * the equilibrium point u#0 is a solution of
(1.1), which we consider as the trivial solution. We are interested in the
bifurcation of nonconstant periodic solutions of the above Hamiltonian
system from the trivial branch. If we assume that
(H1) There are constants a, b and r, with r>1, such that
|{u H(*, t, u)|a+b |u| r
and |Du {u H(*, t, u)|a+b |u| r for all (*, t, u)
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(H2) There is a path * [ A* of real time-independent symmetric
2n_2n matrices such that
H(*, t, u)=12(A*u; u)+R(*, t, u),
where {uR(*, t, u)=o( |u| ) as |u|  0,
then in order for * to be a bifurcation point for solutions of the system
(1.1) it is necessary that there be a nonzero solution of the linearized
system
{Ju$(t)+A* u(t)=0u(0)=u(2?). (1.2)
Since J2=&Id, this means there is a nontrivial solution of the system
{u$(t)=JA* u(t)u(0)=u(2?).
But there is a nonzero solution of this latter system if and only if l is an
eigenvalue of the matrix e2?JA*. By the Spectral Mapping Theorem, this
means that there is an integer k such that ki is an eigenvalue of JA* . When
this occurs, we shall say that A* is resonant for the linear system (1.2).
Explicit examples show that the spectrum of JA* may consist entirely of
integral multiples of i and yet there may be no nontrivial solutions of (1.1).
Let us remark that (H2) is verified for higher order perturbations of
autonomous systems.
Solutions of (1.1) will be associated with the critical points of a func-
tional on the Hilbert space H12 (S1, R2n). Let us recall that H12#
H12 (S1, R2n) is the space of functions u: [0, 2?]  R2n such that
u(t)=c0+ :

k=1
ak sin kt+bk cos kt,
where c0 and each ak and bk belong to R2n and
:

k=0
k( |ak |2+|bk |2)<.
The space H12 becomes a Hilbert space when equipped with the inner-
product ( } ; } ) H12 defined by
(u; u~ ) H12 #(c0 ; c~ 0) + :

k=1
k((ak ; a~ k)+(bk ; b k) ).
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Observe that we have the following orthogonal direct sum decomposition:
H12= :

k=0
Vk ,
where, for k0, Vk #[[sin kt] a+[cos kt] b | a, b in R2n].
Let [ei]2ni=1 be an orthonormal basis for R
2n with Jei=en+i for 1in.
Observe that for k1, the subspace Vk has dimension 4n and we can select
as a basis [,i, k, \] i=2ni=1 where, for 1i2n,
,i, k, +=[sin kt] ei+[cos kt] J(ei)
and ,i, k, &=&[sin kt] ei+[cos kt] J(ei).
Since J2=&Id, this basis has the property that for 1i2n,
J
d
dt
(, i, k, \)=\k,i, k, \ . (1.3)
Define H+ to be the closure in H12 of the subspace spanned by
[,i, k, + | 1i2n, k1]
and P+ to be the orthogonal projection of H 12 onto H+ . Define P&
similarly. If H0 denotes the space of constant functions, then H12 can be
expressed as the orthogonal direct sum H12=H& H0 H+ . Define the
bilinear form 1: H12_H 12  R by
1(u, v)#(P+u&P& u; v) H12 for u, v in H12.
From the very definition of the inner-product on H12, we see that the rela-
tions (1.3) imply that if the function u in H 12 is continuously differentiable
and its derivative belongs to L2, then
|
2?
0
(Ju$(t); v(t)) dt=1(u, v) for all v in H12.
By a weak solution in H12 of the Hamiltonian system (1.1) we shall mean
a function u in H12 such that
1(u, v)+|
2?
0
({uH(*, t, u(t)); v(t)) dt=0 for all v in H 12.
An elementary regularity argument (cf. [14, p. 41]) shows that a weak
solution is, in fact, a classical solution.
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Define the functional : I_H12  R by
(*, u)=
1
2
1(u, u)+|
2?
0
H(*, t, u(t)) dt.
Under assumptions (H1) it is well known (cf. again [14, Proposition B
37]) that the functional : I_H12  R is continuously differentiable.
Moreover, for each function u in H12, the Fre chet derivative
Du (*, u): H12  R is the bounded linear functional defined by
Du (*, u)(v)=1(u, v)+|
2?
0
({uH(*, t, u(t)); v(t))dt for all v in H 12.
Thus u is a weak solution in H 12 of the Hamiltonian system (1.1) if and
only if u is a critical point of the functional (*, } ).
According to the Riesz Representation Theorem, there is a mapping
G: I_H 12  H 12 such that for all u and v in H12,
(G(*, u); v) H 12=|
2?
0
({H(*, t, u(t)); v(t)) dt
and so
Du(*, u)(v)=(P+u&P&u+G(*, u); v) H12 .
Define F(*, u)#{u (*, u) and observe that the weak form of the original
Hamiltonian system (1.1) may be written as
F(*, u)#{u (*, u)=P+u&P&u+G(*, u)=0, (*, u) in I_H12.
The growth assumptions (H1) and (H2) imply that the mapping
G: I_H 12  H 12 is continuously differentiable and from its very definition
it follows that its Fre chet derivative at the origin, DuG(*, 0), is a bounded
linear operator on H12 whose value at the function , is defined by
(DuG(*, 0) ,; v)H 12=|
2?
0
(A*,(t); v(t)) dt for all v in H12. (1.4)
In view of the compactness of the embedding of H12 in L2, the operator
Du G(*, 0) is compact. It is clear that the operator P+&P& is Fredholm.
Of course, compact perturbations of Fredholm operators remain
Fredholm. Therefore, the Hessian of (*, } )
L* #Du F(*, 0)=P+ u&P& u+DuG(*, u),
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is a Fredholm operator and hence the weak solutions of the system (1.1)
are critical points of a path of twice continuously differentiable functionals
each of which has a Hessian at each point that is Fredholm. Therefore we
may apply Theorem A provided we present conditions under which the
spectral flow of the path L on I is nonzero.
The fact that the Hessian of H(*, t, u) at u=0 is independent of t allows
a particularly simple representation of the path L. Indeed, for any k1
and 1i2n, the representation (1.4) means that
DuG(*, 0)([sin kt] ei)=
1
k
[sin kt] A* ei
and DuG(*, 0)([cos kt] ei)=
1
k
[cos kt] A*ei . (1.5)
The relations (1.4) and (1.5) allow us to conclude that each subspace Vk
reduces the operator L* . Moreover, the restriction of L* to Vk , Lk* , is
represented with respect to the ordered orthogonal basis [[sin kt] e1 , ...,
[sin kt] e2n , [cos kt] e1 , ..., [cos kt] e2n] by the symmetric matrix Lk*=
Lk (A*) where, for a 2n_2n symmetric matrix A, the 4n_4n symmetric
matrix Lk (A) is defined by
Lk (A)=\1kA&J
J
1kA+ for k1 while L0 (A)=\
A
0
0
A+ . (1.6)
Our final assumption is
(H3) The matrices Aa and Ab are nonresonant, i.e., the matrices JAa
and JAb a have no eigenvalues that are integral multiples of i.
This means that the path L has invertible end-points, and so its spectral
flow is defined.
We now recall notation and summarize some of the properties of spectral
flow that we established in Part I. We will need these for our calculations.
Indeed, let L(H) denote the Banach space of bounded linear operators on
a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, and GL(H) denote
the subspace of L(H) consisting of the invertible operators. Let 8S(H)
denote the subspace of L(H) consisting of the selfadjoint operators in
L(H) that are Fredholm, i.e., the selfadjoint operators in L(H) that have
finite-dimensional kernel and closed range.
An operator T in 8S(H) whose negative spectrum consists of finitely
many eigenvalues of finite multiplicity will be called essentially positive. The
Morse index of such an operator +(T ) is defined to be the dimension of its
negative spectral subspace. Finally, for a pair (S, T ) of invertible operators
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in 8S(H) whose difference is compact, there is defined a relative Morse
index, +rel (S, T ), by
+rel (S, T )#dim(E& (S) & E+ (T ))&dim(E& (T ) & E+ (S)),
where E+ and E& denote the positive and the negative spectral spaces of
an invertible selfadjoint operator.
A path L: I  8S(H) that has invertible end-points will be called
admissible. To each such admissible path there is assigned as integer called
spectral flow, sf(L, I ), that is uniquely characterized by the first five of the
following properties:
v Normalization. For a path L: I  8S(H) of isomorphisms,
sf(L, I )=0.
v Homotopy Invariance Property. Let h: [0, 1]_I  8S(H) be a
family such that for each s in [0, 1], the path hs #h(s, } ) is admissible.
Then
sf(h0 , I )=sf(h1 , I ).
v Direct Sum Property. Let L1 and L2 be admissible paths of selfad-
joint Fredholm operator on real separable Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 ,
respectively. Then
sf(L1 L2 , I )=sf(L1 , I )+sf(L2 , I ).
v Additivity over Intervals. For an path L: I  8S(H) that is
admissible on the subintervals [a, c] and [c, b],
sf(L, [a, b])=sf(L, [a, c])+sf(L, [c, b]).
v Spectral Flow for Paths of Essentially Positive Operators. For an
admissible path L: I  8S(H) of essentially positive operators, the spectral
flow is the difference of the Morse indices of the end-points:
sf(L, I )=+(La)&+(Lb).
v Spectral Flow for Compact Perturbations of a Fixed Operator. For
an admissible path L: I  8S(H) such that each difference L*&La is com-
pact, the spectral flow is the relative Morse index of the pair of end-points:
sf(L, I )=+rel (La , Lb).
v Spectral Flow at Regular Singular Points. Let the continuously dif-
ferentiable path L: I  8S(H) have the property that at the parameter
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value * the quadratic form Q(L, *): ker L*  R defined by Q(L, *)(h)#
(L4 * h; h) is nondegenerate. Then the spectral flow of L across * is the
signature of this form:
sf(L, *)(#lim
=  0
sf(L, [*&=, *+=])=sig Q(L, *).
Using the above properties we shall compute the spectral flow of
L=DuF( } , 0). It is clear from (1.6) that we may choose a positive integer
m so that the restriction of L to (mk=0 Vk)
= is close to a path of
isomorphisms and so is itself a path of isomorphisms. In particular, by the
normalization property of the spectral flow, the spectral flow of the restric-
tion of L to (mk=0 Vk)
= is zero. Therefore, by the direct sum property of
spectral flow, sf(L, I ) is the spectral flow of the restriction of the path L to
mk=0 Vk . Again using the direct sum property of spectral flow, we con-
clude that the spectral flow of the restriction of L to mk=0 Vk is the sum
of the spectral flows of the restrictions of L to the Vk ’s, 1km. For
paths of essentially positive operators, the spectral flow is the difference of
the Morse indices of the end-points, and so this always holds for operators
on a finite-dimensional space. Thus for any k, sf(Lk, I )=+(Lka)&+(L
k
b) and
since for km, we have sf(Lk, I )=0, we have +(Lka)&+(L
k
b)=0 also.
Therefore, we have the following expression of spectral flow as the sum of
differences of Morse indices:
sf(L, I )= :
m
k=0
sf(Lk, I )= :
m
k=0
[+(Lka)&+(L
k
b)]= :

k=0
[+(Lka)&+(L
k
b)]. (1.7)
The right hand of (1.7) coincides with the index i& (Aa , Ab) 2?) considered
by Amann and Zehnder in [2, 3] in their study of the existence of non-
trivial periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems.
The spectral flow sf(L, I ) may also be expressed as the difference of
generalized signatures. Indeed, observe that the signature and Morse index
of an invertible symmetric 4n_4n matrix B are related by 12 sig(B)=
2n&+(B). Therefore, we may rewrite (1.7) as
sf(L, I )= :

k=0
+(Lka)&+(L
k
b)= :

k=0
1
2 [sig(L
k
b)&sig(L
k
a)]. (1.8)
While neither k=0 +(L
k
a) nor 

k=0 +(L
k
a) converge, both 

k=0 sig(L
k
b)
and k=0 sig(L
k
b) converge since for k sufficiently large, both L
k
a and L
k
a
are close to invertible symmetric matrices of signature 0 and so they them-
selves have signature 0. Therefore we may rewrite (1.8) as
sf(L, I )= 12 :

k=0
sig(Lkb)&
1
2 :

k=0
sig(Lka). (1.9)
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For a nonresonant symmetric 2n_2n matrix A, the number
i(A)# 12 :

k=0
sig Lk (A)
will be called here the index of the Hamiltonian system
{Ju$(t)+Au(t)=0u(0)=u(2?).
The index i(A) coincides up to sign with the index of a Hamiltonian system
(1.2) considered by Li and Liu [11] (also see [10, 19]). Moreover, if we
define Q to be the orthogonal projection onto the direct sum of H+ and
an n-dimensional subspace of the constant functions and then define
I=2Q&Id, we see that I is a symmetry (i.e., I2=Id), each L* is a com-
pact, symmetric perturbation of I and the generalized signature with
respect to I, sigIL* , that we defined in Part I coincides with 2i(A*) for
*=a, b.
We defined the index so that formula (1.9) may be rewritten as
sf(L, I )=i(Ab)&i(Aa).
Therefore, by Theorem A we obtain:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that the Hamiltonian system (1.1) verifies (H1),
(H2), and (H3). If, moreover, each A* is invertible and i(Aa){i(Ab), then
any neighborhood of the trivial branch of equilibria of (1.1) in I_H12
contains solutions of the form (*, u) with u nonconstant and 2?-periodic.
Related results were obtained by Szulkin (see Theorem 4.7 in [19]) for
Hamiltonian systems that depend affinely on the parameter *, so A* #*A.
In this case, the potential bifurcation parameters are all of the form 1; with
ik; an eigenvalue of JA for some integer k and under appropriate assump-
tions one can calculate explicitly the spectral flow across such a particular
parameter value in terms of the spectrum of the matrix A itself. We shall
not discuss his calculation here; the interested reader should consult [19].
Complete calculations of the index of a Hamiltonian system, based on the
normal form of a Hamiltonian matrix, can be obtained assuming semisim-
plicity of the eigenvalues, as in [1], or even under more general hypothesis,
as in [15]. These calculations are necessarily rather technical. Here, we
present a very simple and explicit calculation of spectral flow in a par-
ticular case.
The case we consider is when each both Aa , and Ab commutes with J.
In this case each of these matrices can be identified with an n_n complex
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matrix and one can consider the Hamiltonian system (1.2) at *=a and
*=b as a system of ordinary differential equations for a function with
values in C n. This viewpoint permits us to give a very explicit computation
of the relative Morse index of the pair of end-points of the path and hence
of the spectral flow of the path.
A symmetric 2n_2n matrix A commutes with J if and only if it has the
form
A=\ C&B
B
C+ , where C*=C and B*=&B.
Identify R2n with Cn#Rn+iRn by u=(x, y)#z=x+iy. The action of J
coincides with the multiplication by i. Since A commutes with J, the (real)
linear symmetric endomorphism of R2n that is represented, with respect to
the real basis [e1 , ..., e2n], by the real 2n_2n matrix A defines a (complex)
linear Hermitian endomorphism of Cn that is represented, with respect to
the complex basis [e1 , ..., en], by the n_n complex matrix A #C+iB. In
other words, J and A are the ‘‘realizations’’ of multiplication by i and A ,
respectively: here, the realization functor consists of forgetting the complex
structure. Therefore, under the extra assumption that each A* commutes
with J, the system (1.2) may be written as the following system of ordinary
differential equations for a complex-valued function z: R  Cn,
{iz$(t)+A
 * z(t)=0,
z(0)=z(2?).
(1.10)
As before, this system induces a family of complex selfadjoint Fredholm
operators L * on the corresponding space CH12#H 12 (S 1, Cn) whose
realization is the family L* (see [5] for a concrete description of this
space).
Either repeating word by word our construction in Sections 13 of Part I,
or using the intersection index approach of Section 5 of Part I, as in [9],
one can show that any admissible path of complex selfadjoint Fredholm
operators has a properly defined spectral flow possessing all of the proper-
ties of the spectral flow described above.
The relation between the spectral flow of the path L and the path of
realizations L* is rather simple:
sf(L, I )=2sf(L , I ). (1.11)
This can be seen as follows: Since both L and L are compact perturbations
of a symmetry, the spectral flow in both cases is one half the difference
of the generalized signatures at the end points. These signatures can be
computed as limits of the signatures of selfadjoint finite dimensional
automorphisms. All this is described in Section 1 of Part I. Therefore, in
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order to establish (1.11) it is enough to show that if H is an invertible
Hermitian matrix with realization H, then sig H=2 sig H . But this is clear
since H has the same eigenvalues as H but with the dimension of the
eigenspace doubled.
Now we compute the spectral flow sf(L , I ) (compare with [8]). Let U
and V be complex n_n unitary matrices such that
U*A aU=A a=diag(+1 , ..., +n) and V*A b V=A b=diag (&1 , ..., &n).
We will call L a and L b the operators induced in CH12 by the Hamiltonian
linear systems with Hamiltonian A a , A b . We will show that
+rel (L a , L a)=0 and +rel (L b , L b)=0,
and from this, by the additivity of spectral flow over intervals and the
expression of spectral flow as the relative Morse index of the end-points of
the path for paths of compact, symmetric perturbations of a fixed operator,
it will follow
sf(L , I )=+rel (L a , L b). (1.12)
Indeed, since the unitary group U(n) is connected we can join U to Id by
a path [Us]s # [0, 1] in U(n). For 0s1, consider the Hamiltonian system
{iz$(t)+U s*A
 a Us z(t)=0
z(0)=z(2?).
This defines a path of isomorphisms joining L a to L a and therefore by the
normalization property of spectral flow and the expression of spectral flow
as the relative Morse index of the end-points of the path for paths of com-
pact, symmetric perturbations of a fixed operator, we conclude that
+rel (L a , L a)=0. Similarly, +rel (L b , L b)=0. Thus, as explained above,
formula (1.12) holds.
Under the splitting of H 12 (S 1, Cn)=nk=1 H
12(S 1, C) the operators
L a , L b split into a direct sum nk=1 L
k
a and 
n
k=1 L
k
b respectively. For
1kn, the operator L ka is induced by the equation
{iz$(t)++kz(t)=0z(0)=z(2?).
Given real numbers + and & define N(+, &)#*[i # Z | +<i<&] if +&
and N(+, &)#&*[i # Z | &<i<+] if &+. Now, the eigenvalues of L ka are
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[m++k | m # Z] and each eigenvalue is simple. The same holds for L b .
Thus
+rel (L ka , L
k
b)#dim(E& (L
k
a) & E+ (L
k
b))&dim(E& (L
k
b) & E+ (L
k
a))
=N(+k , &k).
Therefore from (1.12) and the direct sum property of the spectral flow we
have
sf(L, I )=2sf(L , I )=2 :
n
k=1
N(+k , &k). (1.13)
Now, since in our case sf(L, I ) depends only on the value of L at the end
points, the above formula continues to hold even if we drop the extra
assumption that each A* commutes with J. This formula together with
Theorem A, implies the following
Corollary 1.2. Assume that the Hamiltonian system (1.1) satisfies
assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3). Moreover, assume that each matrix A*
is invertible and that Aa and Ab commute with J. Let [+1 , ..., +n] and
[&1 , ..., &n] be the eigenvalues of Aa and Ab , respectively. If
:
n
k=1
N(+k , &k){0,
then the interval I contains at least one bifurcation point for nonconstant
2?-periodic solutions from the trivial branch of equilibrium points.
Remark. The bifurcation established above cannot be detected by using
the general bifurcation criterion for nonvariational problems. Indeed, for
problems that are not necessarily variational, the bifurcation criterion is
that the parity of L on I is nontrivial, i.e., _(L, I ){1. However, by formula
(1.13), sf(L, I ) is even and, as we established in Section 3 of Part I,
_(L, I )=(&1)sf(L, I ).
Remark. For what we believe is conceptual clarity, we presented the
calculation of spectral flow needed to prove the preceding corollary by con-
sidering the particular path of real operators as the realizations of a path
of complex operators. We introduced the natural extension of spectral flow
to paths of complex operators and the simple relation between the spectral
flow of the path of complex operators and its realization. A different
approach would be to remain solely within the framework of spectral flow
for paths of real operators, but to calculate spectral flow using the follow-
ing two results: (i) if A is a nonresonant 2n_2n real symmetric matrix that
commutes with the simplectic matrix J, then there is a path [At]t # [0, 1] of
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nonresonant 2n_2n real symmetric matrices such that A0=A and A1 is a
diagonal matrix of the form diag(*1 , ..., *2n), where *i=*i+n , for 1in
and *1 , ..., *n are the eigenvalues of A; (ii) for the path induced by the
linear Hamiltonian systems (1.2), in the case n=1 and Aa=+ Id, Ab=& Id,
we have sf(L, I )=2N(+, &). Each of these results follow by the arguments
presented in the original proof. The proof is completed by using the nor-
malization, additivity over paths and direct sum properties of spectral flow
and its computation as a relative Morse index.
2. THE CONLEYZEHNDER INDEX AND BIFURCATION
OF PERIODIC ORBITS
In what follows we shall consider a more general situation. For systems
with time dependent linearization, we will provide a sufficient condition for
bifurcation of periodic orbits in terms of the ConleyZehnder index of the
associated path of Poincare maps.
Given a smooth function H: [a, b]_R_R2n  R such that H(*, t, u) is
2?-periodic in t, we will consider as before the Hamiltonian system
Ju$(t)+{uH(*, t, u(t))=0, (2.1)
where u: R  R2n.
We assume that this system possesses a known family [u*]* # I of 2?-peri-
odic solutions smoothly parametrized by * in [a, b]. We will reduce the
study of periodic solutions of (2.1) close to the given branch to the study
of periodic solutions of a related Hamiltonian system close to the periodic
solution 0. The 2?-periodic function u(t) is a solution of (2.1) if and only
if the function z(t)#u(t)&u* (t) is a 2?-periodic solution of
Jz$(t)+{u H(*, t, z(t)+u* (t))&{uH(*, t, u* (t))=0.
Therefore, if we define
H(*, t, z)#H(*, t, z+u* (t))&(z; {u H(*, t, u* (t)) ,
we have an equivalent Hamiltonian system
{Ju$(t)+{uH(*, t, u(t))=0u(0)=u(2?). (2.2)
This reduces the study of periodic solutions of (2.1) close to [u*]* # I to
those of (2.2) close to the solution 0. Assuming that the growth conditions
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(H1) holds for H it follows that the system (2.2) admits a variational
formulation in H12 of the type
0={z(*, z)=Tz+G(*, z),
where T=P+&P& , with P+ and P& being the projections defined in the
preceding section, and where
(G(*, z); v) H 12=|
2?
0
({H(*, t, z(t)); v(t)) dt for all z and v in H12.
Also, if z has a first derivative in L2,
(Tz; v) H 12=|
2?
0
(Jz$(t); v(t)) dt for all v in H12.
We shall not assume (H2) here. However, since {zH(*, t, 0)=0 we can
write
H(*, t, z)= 12(A* (t) z; z) +R(*, t, z),
where A* (t)=Dz {zH(*, t, 0) is the Hessian of H(*, t, } ) at 0 and
{zR(*, t, z))=o( |z| ). It follows then that L* , the linearization with respect
to z of {z(*, z) at the trivial branch, is given by
(L* z; v) H12=(Tz; v) H 12+|
2?
0
(A* (t) z(t); v(t)) dt for all v in H12.
By the regularity result mentioned above, if z belongs to ker L* , then z is
smooth and so
0=(L*z; v) H 12=|
2?
0
(Jz$(t); v(t)) dt
+|
2?
0
(A* (t) z(t); v(t)) dt for all v in H 12.
We shall denote by X(*, t) the fundamental matrix of the linearized
system. This is the time dependent 2n_2n matrix solution X(*, t) of the
following initial value problem:
JX$(*, t)+A* (t) X(*, t)=0, X(*, 0)=Id. (2.4)
Since this system is Hamiltonian, each matrix X(*, t) is symplectic, i.e., it
preserves the standard symplectic form | in R2n defined by |(v, w)#
(Jv; w) , which, of course, is equivalent to the assertion that X*JX=J.
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The group of real 2n_2n symplectic matrices will be denoted by
Sp(2n, R). Let M* #X(*, 2?) be the Poincare map of the system (2.4). We
shall determine bifurcation in terms of a symplectic invariant of the path
M: I  Sp(2n, R) which counts ‘‘with sign’’ the number of parameters * in
I at which M* has a nontrivial fixed-point subspace. To describe this, it is
necessary to first recall the definition of the Maslov index.
Given a real symplectic vector space (V, |) of dimension 2n, an n dimen-
sional subspace l of V is called Lagrangian provided that the restriction of
| to l is 0. The Lagrangian Grassmannian 4=4(V) consists of all
Lagrangian subspaces of V, considered as a topological space with the
topology it inherits as a subspace of the ordinary Grassmannian of
n-planes in V (4 is a submanifold of the ordinary Grassmannian). Given
a path of Lagrangian subspaces p: I  4 and a fixed Lagrangian subspace
l0 in 4(V) such that pa and pb are transverse to l0 , the Maslov index
ml0 ( p, I ) is an integer which is a homotopy invariant of paths in 4 whose
end-points are transverse to l0 : the Maslov index counts algebraically the
number of nontransverse intersections of p(t) with l0 . There are many ways
to introduce this invariant. In the remainder of this section our approach
(except for the sign convention) is patterned on the lucid exposition by
Robbin and Salamon in [17] (also see [16]).
For any real symplectic vector space (V, |) there is real inner-product
( } ; } ) , and a complex structure J, J2=&Id, that is an isometry, such that
| can be represented as |(u, v)#(Ju; v) . In terms of this representation,
a Lagrangian subspace is characterized by Jl=l=. We will use both
descriptions. There is a standard identification of the tangent space to the
manifold 4 at a given point l in 4 with the set of quadratic forms on l.
For a vector t in the tangent space to 4 at l, the associated form Qt is
constructed as follows: Choose a smooth path p: (&=, =)  4 such that
p(0)=l and p* (0)=t and let W be any subspace of V that is transverse to
l (for example, take W=Jl). Then W will be transverse to p(s) for s suf-
ficiently small. Therefore, for each vector v in l there is a unique vector
B(s) v in W such that v+B(s) v belongs to p(s). The quadratic form is
defined by
Qt (v)#|(B4 (0) v, v)=(JB4 (0) v; v) for v in l. (2.5)
It is easy to see that this form is independent of the choices of p and W.
Remark. Taking W=Jl the operator A(s)#JB(s) is selfadjoint with
respect to the scalar product that ( } ; } ) induced on l. This allows us to
locally represent a path of Lagrangian subspaces as a path of n_n sym-
metric matrices and shows how the Lagrangian Grassmannian can be
locally parametrized by open subsets of symmetric n_n matrices.
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A path p: I  4 that has the Lagrangian subspace l transverse to its end-
points p(a) and p(b) will be called admissible with respect to l. Such a path
is said to have regular crossings with l if for any parameter * such that
p(*) & l{[0] the form Q* given by the restriction of Qp* (*) to p(*) & l is
nondegenerate. The points of regular crossing are isolated in I. A regular
crossing point * at which dim( p(*) & l)=1 is called simple.
For a path p: I  4 that is admissible with respect to l and has only
regular crossings with l, the Maslov index ml ( p, I ) is defined by
ml ( p, I )# :
[* | p(*) & l{[0]]
sig Q* . (2.6)
This definition extends to all admissible paths by the approximation of an
arbitrary admissible path with admissible paths having only regular
crossings. The index obtained in this way is properly defined. It is a
homotopy invariant of admissible paths that is additive with respect to
composition of paths and with respect to the direct sum of symplectic
spaces. Moreover, it is invariant under the action of the symplectic group.
The Maslov index can be interpreted as an intersection index of the path
p with the one codimensional algebraic subvariety 7(l) of 4 defined by
7(l)#[l$ | l$ & l{[0]]. This interpretation parallels the one given for
the spectral flow in Section 5 of Part I. We will not pursue this here since
for our present purposes we can work directly with the quadratic forms.
We only point out that one further step in this identification can be found
in [13], where the spectral flow is interpreted as a Maslov index in infinite
dimensions.
Let us consider the symplectic space (V, 0) where V=R2n_R2n and the
symplectic form 0 is defined by 0(x, y, z, w)#|(z, x)&|(w, y). Since
elements of Sp(2n, R) preserve the form |, it follows immediately that the
graph of any symplectic isomorphism of R2n is a Lagrangian subspace of
(V, 0). Of course, the diagonal subspace 2/R2n_R2n is a Lagrangian
subspace of (V, 0). A path M: I  Sp(2n, R) will be called admissible
provided that the path of graphs is admissible with respect to 2, i.e., when
the matrices Id&M(a) and Id&M(b) are invertible. The (relative) Conley
Zehnder index of an admissible path M: I  Sp(2n, R) is defined by
CZ(M, I )#m2 (Graph M, I ). (2.7)
The homotopy property and the additivity property of the Maslov index
imply that the ConleyZehnder index is an additive homotopy invariant
for admissible paths in Sp(2n, R).
From (2.6) one can easily obtain an explicit expression for the Conley
Zehnder index for paths with regular crossings. If p(*)=Graph M(*), in
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order to compute the form Q+ at a parameter + of regular crossing one can
take W=[0]_R2n as a 2n-dimensional subspace of V that is transverse to
Graph M(+). For a vector v=(x, M(+) x) in Graph M(+), we see that
B(*) v=(0, [M(*)&M(+)] x). Thus
Q+ (v)=0(B4 (+) v, v)=&|(M4 (+) x, M(+) x)=&(JM4 (+) x; M(+) x).
On the other hand for v in Graph(M(+)) & 2 we have x=M(+) x. Thus
Q+ (v)=&(JM4 (+) x; x)
for v=(x, M(+) x) in Graph(M(+)) & 2.
Thus, by (2.7), if the path M has regular crossings,
CZ(M, I )=& :
[* | 1 # _(M(*))]
sig (JM4 (*) x; x) }ker (I&M(*)) . (2.8)
Even if not explicitly stated, the following proposition was first proved
by Salamon and Zehnder as part of the proof of Theorem 3 in [18].
Related results with various degrees of generality can be found in [8, 17,
13]. Our function spaces are different from the ones considered in the
papers mentioned above and some extra regularity results are needed. The
proof given below is different from the one in [18]. It follows closely (but
it is slightly simpler) the proof of a related result, Theorem 7.42 in [17].
Proposition 2.1. Let L be the path of selfadjoint operators in H12 given
by (2.3) and for each * in I let the symplectic matrix M(*) be the Poincare
map of the initial value problem (2.4). Then
sf(L, I )=CZ(M, I ).
Proof. Every element u of ker L* is a smooth classical periodic solution
of (2.4). This is a consequence of the more general property that variational
solutions in H 12 of (2.1) are classical solutions (cf. [14, p. 41]). Hence
there is a natural isomorphism between ker L* and ker[M(*)&Id] given
by z [ z(0). In particular, the operator L* is invertible if and only if 1 is
not an eigenvalue of the matrix M(*). We shall show that the crossing
quadratic form on ker L* described in the last property of spectral flow is
transformed by this isomorphism into the quadratic form on ker[M(*)&Id]
given by (2.5).
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Let * be a singular point of the path L. By the definition of L, the cross-
ing quadratic form whose signature equals the spectral flow of the path L
across * is given by
z [ Q(z)#(L4 *z); z) H 12
=|
2?
0
(*A(*, t) z(t); z(t)) dt for z in ker L* .
Thus, for z in ker L* if we let x=z(0) and substitute z(t)=X(*, t) x in the
above integral, the crossing quadratic form is given by
z [ Q(z)#(L4 *z); z) H 12=(S* x; x) ,
where S* #|
2?
0
X*(*, t) * A(*, t) X(*, t) dt. (2.9)
Let us compute the matrix S* . Since the fundamental matrix X(*, t) is a
solution of (2.4), by differentiating with respect to * the left-hand side of
(2.4) and multiplying the resulting identity on the left by X*(*, t) we have
X*(*, t) J * tX(*, t)+X*(*, t) *A(*, t) X(*, t)
+X*(*, t) A(*, t) *X(*, t)=0.
Also, the adjoint identity corresponding to the equation (2.4) is
X*(*, t) A(*, t)=t[X*(*, t) J].
Therefore, we have
&S*=|
2?
0
[X*(*, t) J * t X(*, t)+X*(*, t) A(*, t) *X(*, t)] dt
=|
2?
0
[X*(*, t) J t[* X(*, t)]+t[X*(*, t) J] *X(*, t)] dt
=|
2?
0
[t[X*(*, t) J* X(*, t)]] dt
=M*(*) JM4 (*).
Thus, for x=z(0), where z belongs to ker L* , we have
Q(z)#(L4 *z); z)H 12=&(JM4 (*) x; M*x) =&(JM4 (*) x; x)
=Q(0, x). (2.10)
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This equality means that the quadratic form Q whose signature is the
spectral flow of L through * evaluated in z equals the crossing form Q at
* associated with the Maslov index of Graph M with respect to 2
evaluated at (0, x). In particular, one of these forms is nondegenerate if and
only if the other is also nondegenerate. Thus, if M has only regular
crossings we have
sf (L, I )= :
[* | L* singular]
sf (L, *)
= :
[* | L* singular]
sig Q*
=& :
[* | M(*)&Id singular]
sig Q*
=CZ(M, I ).
For general paths the formula follows by regular path approximation. K
As a consequence of Theorem A and Proposition 2.1 we obtain:
Theorem 2.2. Let the Hamiltonian system (2.1) verify (H1) and have a
known (trivial ) branch [u* | * in I] of 2?-periodic solutions. Let M: I 
Sp(2n, R) be the Poincare map of the system (2.4). If the path M is admissible
and if the ConleyZehnder index CZ(M, I ) is nonzero, then any
neighborhood of the trivial branch of periodic solutions in I_H12 contains
periodic solutions not in the branch.
From Corollary 6.5 of Part I [6] and the above calculation we also
obtain:
Corollary 2.3. Let the Hamiltonian system (2.1) verify (H1) and have
a known (trivial ) branch [u* | * in I] of 2?-periodic solutions. Let M: I 
Sp(2n, R) be the Poincare map of the system (2.4). Assume that *0 is an
isolated point in the set 7M=[* | M(*)&Id singular]. If the quadratic form
Q*0=(JM4 (*0) x; x) restricted to the fixed-point space V=[x | x=
M(*0) x] is nondegenerate and if its signature does not vanish, then *0 is a
bifurcation point for periodic solutions of (2.1).
Let us now discuss some implications of the above theory to bifurcation
of fixed points of symplectomorphisms. The Arnold conjecture states that
a generic Hamiltonian symplectomorphism has more fixed points that
predicted by the fixed point index. This is due to the presence of a varia-
tional structure in the problem. Fixed points of symplectomorphisms
(viewed as periodic orbits of the corresponding vector field) are, under
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appropriate assumptions, critical points of the action functional. There is
also a similar influence of the variational structure on bifurcation of fixed
points. From a geometric point of view the bifurcation invariants are given
by the intersection indices of the path of linearizations with the singular
variety. For a general family this variety is nonorientable and hence we
have only a mod-2 index. However, due to the variational structure, the
singular variety arising in the study of bifurcation of fixed points of sym-
plectic diffeomorphisms is orientable and hence we have an integer valued
index (see Section 5 of Part I). For a general one parameter family of dif-
feomorphisms [8*]* # I of R2n for which 8* 0)#0, the Krasnoselskii
Theorem states that there is bifurcation of fixed points from the trivial
branch provided that the determinant of D8*0)&Id changes sign at the
end-points of the interval. On the other hand, the integer valued Conley
Zehnder index provides a stronger bifurcation invariant for one parameter
families of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms.
In order to avoid technicalities, we will consider only the group Sympc
of all symplectic diffeomorphism that can be realized as a time one map of
a 1-periodic Hamiltonian vectorfield possessing a periodic Hamiltonian
function of compact support. It is easy to see that for a given path [8*]* # I
the corresponding Hamiltonian function can be chosen to depend smoothly
on *. Using the correspondence between 1-periodic orbits of the
Hamiltonian vectorfield and fixed points of the period map, we obtain:
Corollary 2.4. Let [8*]* # I be path in Sympc such that 8*( p)= p for
all * and such that as a fixed point of 80 and 81 , p is nondegenerate. If the
ConleyZehnder index CZ(D8( p), I ) is nonzero, then there are nontrivial
fixed points of 8* bifurcating from p. Moreover, the same is true for any
close enough path in the C1-topology lying in the isotropy group of p.
Concluding Remarks. Theorem 2.2 does not hold, in the form presented
above, for the autonomous case, since 1 always arises as a Floquet multi-
plier of a nontrivial periodic orbit of an autonomous vector field and hence
our assumption of nondegeneracy at the end-points cannot be verified.
However, using symplectic reduction, one can extend the definition of the
ConleyZehnder index to this case and to prove a similar bifurcation
theorem. On the other hand, there are many other methods in this setting
and stronger multiplicity results are to be expected [4]. An extension of
the above theory to Hamiltonian vectorfields defined on compact manifolds
is also interesting, especially with regard to bifurcation of fixed points of
symplectomorphisms. For paths of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms the
proof should be much as above. However, it would be interesting to show
that bifurcation of fixed points arises for an arbitrary path of symplecto-
morphisms with non-vanishing ConleyZehnder index at the trivial branch.
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